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0 of 0 review helpful Part of financial history By aalorso I like the book but I would preferred a stronger focus on the 
financial aspects like a forensic audit of the bank in order to have a complete picture of the rise and fall of this 
important institution of the Renaissance Keeping the timeline of events was difficult for me but I guess it was a 
tremendous task for the writer considering the events developed over m ldquo A swift and brilliant synthesis of 
finance politics and history rdquo Ben Sisario New York Times Book Review Before they achieved renown as patrons 
of the arts and de facto rulers of Florence the Medici family earned their fortune in banking But even at the height of 
the Renaissance charging interest of any kind meant running afoul of the Catholic Church rsquo s ban on usury Tim 
Parks reveals how the legendary Medicis From Publishers Weekly Starred The Renaissance so often seen as a clean 
break with the medieval past was really an age of creative ambivalence and paradox In this marvelously fresh addition 
to the Enterprise series Parks author of the Booker listed Eu 
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